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The Review would like to thank the University of Miami for providing the
majority of the funding for the Review and Mead Data Central for the dona-
tion of Lexis research services.
Letters to the Editor about any aspect of the Review and its contents are
encouraged and will be considered for publication.
The University of Miami Entertainment & Sports Law Review is indexed in
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on WESTLAW and LEXIS. All citations conform to The Bluebook: A Uni-
form System of Citation (15th ed. 1991).
Membership on the Review is determined solely on the basis of academic and
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The Review hereby grants permission for copies of all articles on which it
holds the copyright to be made and used by nonprofit educational institu-
tions, provided that the user identifies the author and the Review, affixes
proper notive of copyright to each copy, and sends notice and a description of
the use to the Review. In addition, except as otherwise expressly provided,
the author of each article grants the University of Miami Entertainment &
Sports Law Review the right to authorize publication, reproduction, and dis-
tribution of the article in electronic, computerized retrieval systems, and sim-
ilar forms, and to transfer such rights. All other rights are reserved.
The views and opinions expressed herein are those of the individual author(s)
and not the Review, its editors and staff, or the University of Miami School
of Law.
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